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Abstract

This study aimed to know the sport knowledge management and its role in promoting the electronic marketing decision making process from the viewpoint of the working managers at the higher council for youths and sport in Jordan. Study sample selected from all the working managers at the higher council of youth (55) managers. The study used knowledge management questionnaire, the content validity of the study was regarded using professors and experts. The reliability was obtained via Cronbach's Coefficient Alpha \( \alpha = 0.90 \).

The result showed that there is a significant difference in knowledge management and its role in promoting the electronic marketing decision making process. Also the majority of the study sample understand the importance of knowledge management and the necessity of the presence of the explicit and implicit. Furthermore the study found that the necessity for innovation and creativity, confronting change resistance concept in order to keep abreast with the advanced countries in the management field including the sport knowledge management.
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1. Introduction

The future of the public institution and including the sport institution depends on the extent of perceiving and investing its resources to increase their competitive advantage, attempting to armed with knowledge approach and management that considers the newest managerial concept after perceiving knowledge as a vital presence in achieving the institution goals generally and one of the rare and important resources for the human in this large world, and considers the electronic weapon to achieve the distinguish success.

Knowledge management is the acquisition, sharing, and use of intelligence, understanding, and expertise within a sport organization to aid in the accomplishment of tasks, processes and operations and to enhance the performance through different methods and techniques (Schwarz et al., 2010; Revilla et al., 2009).

Many sport organizations in the world with an emphasis on implicit and explicit knowledge are seeking to increase the effectiveness and performance levels. The concept knowledge management is linked with the known economic base the rare available knowledge in the society, and as expressed by the economists these capabilities and Talants and personal qualities should be effectively exploited to the third world's countries (Stenmark, 2002).

Many specialists in the knowledge management have pointed that its processes summarize in the following: Knowledge Identification, Determining the knowledge goals and Knowledge storing. Knowledge dissemination. (Heisig et al., 2001; Gherardi, 2006).

Knowledge can be explicit or implicit that is available in the individuals minds and depends on their experience, skills, intitutions and their ability in thinking, it is available in the form of meaningful information.

Knowledge management is one of the most innovative and important ways to improve efficiency and managerial perceptions in sporting organizations. Managerial leaders should effectively and with competency deal with investing the knowledge capabilities and energies in the electronic marketing decision making using the capabilities of the society to achieve progress and prosperity.

The decision is the selection from among a set of offered alternatives to solve a problem or a crisis, or to run a specific work after determining the strengths and weakness elements for each alternative to prepare the alternatives and selecting the best.
EMarketing or electronic marketing decision refers to the application of marketing principles and techniques via electronic media and more specifically the Internet. Because the electronic marketing decision represents selecting a field or specific activity performed by the institution that demands the employment of most available resources and assets in order to gain the maximum possible revenue during specific period of time, and this means the extent of success or failure of the institutions in achieving their goals, so the public institution including the sport sport institutions will be more successful in their investments if become able to depend on the knowledge income (Marquardt, 2002).

Decision making process is the thinking process of picking a choice. It can be regarded as the mental or cognitive processes resulting in the selection of a course of action among several alternative scenarios. It is a process to conceptualize, Decision making structure requires a logical and objective consideration of all decision-making factors involved. Since any individual, collective, private, institutional manual & electronic decisions should be based open the knowledge through determining the problem, collecting the relating information, and the factors that are linking with resolving this problem, and the process evaluating the different alternatives and selecting the best alternative.

1.1 Research Problem

Significant differences have emerged about how to look at the knowledge management concept, its importance and value in sport filed. In the advanced societies we see the greater interest in the topic knowledge management, and higher care about how to use and distribute it, and this interest is less in the developing countries, since the topic did not receive the due interest from the researchers in the sport field specifically.

Sport institutions are still suffering from the difficulty linking the scientific and practical concepts between the storage of the human resources knowledge and the electronic marketing decision making process, since the process decision making is one of the hardest tasks in the sport institutions, because the good manager's success does not appear unless after making the difficult decisions needs ample scientific knowledge based on facts and data to deal with the problem and adopting the knowledge methods in the decision making process.

The main purposes of this study is to determine the relationship between sport knowledge management and the process marketing decision making in the sport field, and to determine the relationship between the explicit and implicit knowledge and the process marketing decision making in the sport field.

1.2 Research Questions

The current study tries to answer the following main questions:

Is there any significant relationship between sport knowledge management and the process marketing decision making in the sport field?

Is there a statistical significance relationship between the explicit knowledge and the process marketing decision making in the sport field?

Is there a statistical significance relationship between the implicit knowledge and the process marking decision making in the sport field?

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Participants and Procedure

Study population consists of all the managerial employees at the higher council for youths and sport, (105) employee. Study sample consisted of the managerial employees at the higher council for youths and sport, (55) managerial employee (Amman-Jordan).

2.2 Procedures and Research Instrument

Research variants are: knowledge management as independent variant, electronic marketing decision as dependant variant.

The instrument included sport knowledge management questionnaire was designed by the author utilizing a five point Likert scale ranging from "1 = strongly disagree" to "5 = strongly agree".

Instrument Validity: The instrument included sport knowledge management questionnaire. The content validity of the study was regarded using professors and experts, to make sure that the language used is correct, and the extent of the items relevance, modifications were made in the light of the arbitrators directions.

Instrument Consistency: To insure the reliability of the questionnaire, reliability coefficients were measured by conducting Cronbach-alpha. The reliability values reached (0.90), for all dimensions which is acceptable for the
scientific research purpose.

3. Results

Data resulted from description of knowledge management and its role in promoting the electronic marketing decision making process show that average of knowledge management was (31.2) and average of capturing & keeping knowledge was (3.33). Applying knowledge had the highest grade (3.68) and acquisition knowledge had the minimum grade (3.05). whereas Transferring knowledge was (3.09) as can seen from the Table 1.

Table 1. Knowledge management processes average scores and its role in promoting the electronic marketing decision making process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Titles of Processes</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition knowledge</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capturing &amp; keeping knowledge</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applying knowledge</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transferring knowledge</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge management</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results indicate that (80.10%) from the participants were perceived the importance of the explicit knowledge represented by the available information in the sport initiations and structure, and (11.20%) were uncertain in their answers and (8.60%) were strongly disagree with the knowledge management importance the mean was (3.77) and standard deviation (0.47). Table 2 shows the average and standard deviations for the explicit, implicit knowledge management and the process electronic marketing decision making.

Table 2. The averages and standard deviations for the types of knowledge management and the process electronic marketing decision making N = 55

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Knowledge management</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D</th>
<th>Average %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explicit knowledge</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>80.10/8.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implicit knowledge</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>59.11/40.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process electronic marketing</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>82.12/3.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the implicit knowledge (59.11%) of the participants were completely uncertain about the importance of the experiences and the capabilities that the individuals possess, and (40.01%) of the research sample were uncertain in their answers, with mean (1.98) and standard deviation (0.50).

The study finds that (82.12%) of the participants agree upon the active role of the process the optimal electronic marketing decision making that determines the destiny of any sport institution, and (4.33%) strongly agree but (3.50%) of them disagree, and (9.44%) were uncertain about the importance of the electronic marketing decision making in determining the sport institutions with mean (3.88) and standard deviation (0.48).

Spearman's rank correlations were calculated to find the relationship between sport knowledge management and the process marketing decision making in the sport field, strong positive correlation were found (r = .71 p = .001).

Result showed a significant strong positive correlation between explicit knowledge and the electronic marketing decision making process were found in the sport field (r = .66 p = .002) at level (p< 0.05). also positive correlation between the implicit knowledge and the process marking decision making in the sport field (r = .54 p = .005).

Table 3. The relationship between the sport knowledge management and the process electronic marketing decision making in sport field

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Spearman correlation coefficient</th>
<th>Significance level(p &lt; 0.05)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explicit knowledge</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implicit knowledge</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport knowledge management</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Discussion

After conducting the relevant statistical processes in order to answer the study's questions and in the light of the results reached, the researcher wanted to know if there is a significant relationship between sport knowledge management and the process marketing decision making in the sport field?

Referring to our findings there was a strong relationship between the sport knowledge management and the process marketing decision making in the sport field. The researcher explains that most of the research sample agree upon the presence of correlation between knowledge management and the sport electronic decision making, since knowledge management is the set of values, cultures, processes, procedures, and concepts that based upon the discussions marketing field or in other fields, and since the knowledge management is on of the processes acquiring, storing, disseminating, distributing and generation, so the sport knowledge management, is based upon acquiring the marketing knowledge, and how through it is possible to share it with other through innovative and creative processes, by this the explicit and implicit knowledge greatly contribute to making the electronic marketing decision which is reality a goal, procedures and methods linked to the sport business market. This is agreed with (Hansell, 2001; Haubl & Trifts, 2000; Coakes, 2003; Coakes et al., 2002; Handzic, 2004), who have asserted that the electronic marketing decision needs skills, and high techniques should be available to the knowledge workers.

A significant correlation between the explicit and implicit knowledge and the process the electronic marketing decision making were found. which refer to the majority of the study sample are trying to refute the concept change resistant and eliminate it especially in the sport society which lacks from the administrative side that it is classical and routine, and those in charge of the work rejecting the innovative and creative ideas, since the study sample see the necessity to link knowledge management with the marketing electronic decision making, especially that this demands the nature and the specification of work, since the workers inside the sport institution are linked together by the internet, this means that it is not the condition that the employee should practice his work from the office, and not constraint to the formal work hours, so the standards and the measures for the individual's success at work are different.

Also the researcher sees that the current sport marketing processes contribute to solve some of the problems, but the ambition of the management experts is limitless, since the success in making the marketing electronic decision making in the sport field and in the frame of the political and social changes that the world is going through consider the turning point in the process marketing the sport product either in the instrument player or attendance ticket to a match, because the sport marketing process is no longer link to a drink or advertising the product, since the sport knowledge management with its processes especially in the acquisitions, distribution and generating link with the electronic marketing decision, some of which are linking with the sport institutions, in vesting the facilities, service, advertisements, donations and contracts, TV and Radio podcasting, champion making, management programs. The product reaches the consumer in the form and the knowledge faster through the electronic channels comparing to other means and techniques (Wolfinbarger & Gilly, 2001; Bickart & Schindler, 2001).

5. Conclusion

It is clear that sport knowledge management with what it implies of concepts whether explicit or implicit and through the knowledge and the information in the sport institution, or through the skills and experiences in the process the successful electronic marketing decision making that makes the sport in institution acquired the unique competitive position enables it to confront the challenges in today's world.

The knowledge approach is the important element to practice the administrative activities at the sport institution, not only in problem solving, but also in the electronic marketing decision making.

The majority of the research sample agree about the importance of promoting the electronic marketing decision making through following the scientific methods.

The real and actual interest by the sport institutions in the knowledge management (its processes) since it became today the real capital for the technical and financial resources to support the competitive advantage in the shadow of the challenges at the managerial area. There is the necessity to interest in the explicit and implicit knowledge, and the availability of the means and the new methods in the possibility to distribute the work groups.

It is important to use the modest and the up- to- date methods in the process the employment of the electronic marketing decision through determining the goal, gathering information, providing the alternatives and selecting the best wing the creating element.
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